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Human  computation

“systems   that  combine   humans   and  computers   to  
solve  large-‐scale  problems   that  neither   can  solve  
alone”   (Luis  von  Ahn)
Example:  Computer-‐assisted   human  players  won  at  a  
freestyle  chess   tournament
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Amateurs  and  laptops
Grandmaster  and  
supercomputer

http://www.ted.com /tal ks /shyam_sanka r_ th e_ri se_of_human_computer_coope rat ion
http://en.chessbase.com /pos t/da rk -‐ho rs e-‐zack s-‐win s-‐ fr ee st yle -‐che -‐ tournament



Human  computation  projects:   reCAPTCHA

Human  power  is  harnessed   for  digitizing   books
● ReCAPTCHA prompts  users   to  read  two  distorted  words  

to  confirm   that  the  users  are  not  robots

● One  is  automatically  generated,   and  the  other  one  is  a  
word  that  computers  cannot   read  
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For  filtering  robots

http://irevolution.net /2013/0 6/1 7/recap tcha -‐fo r-‐di sas t er -‐r espon se/

For  digitizing   book



Human  computation  projects:  Foldit

Human  power  is  harnessed   for  protein   folding
● Protein  structure  prediction   is  challenging   but  important  

problem  to  know  how  proteins  work

● Foldit is  a  game  for  solving   this  hard  prediction   problem
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Protein   folding

S.  Cooper   et  al.:  Predicting  protein   structures  with  a  multiplayer   online   game,   In  
Nature ,    2010.

Foldit

Game  players  are  interact  
with  protein  structures



Human  computation  projects:  VizWiz

Crowds support visually impaired people
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Figure 1: The VizWiz client is a talking application for the iPhone 3GS that works with the included VoiceOver screen
reader. VizWiz proceeds in three steps—taking a picture, speaking a question, and then waiting for answers. System
components include a web server that serves the question to web-based workers, a speech recognition service that
converts spoken questions to text, and a database that holds questions and answers. quikTurkit is a separate service that
adaptively posts jobs (HITs) to Mechanical Turk in order to maintain specified criteria (for instance, a mininum number of
answers per question or a pool of waiting workers of a given size).

in a batch of n questions (tt1+...+ttn). quikTurkit has work-
ers complete multiple tasks to engage the worker for longer,
ideally keeping them around until a new question arrives. In
the following figure, points marked with an R represent when
the worker is available to answer a new question.

...Recruiting Worker... ...Completing Tasks...

tr tt1

R R R

time... ttn+ +

To use quikTurkit, requesters create their own web site on
which Mechanical Turk workers answer questions. The in-
terface created should allow multiple questions to be asked so
that workers can be engaged answering other questions until
they are needed. VizWiz currently has workers answer three
questions. Importantly, the answers are posted directly to
the requester’s web site, which allows answers to bypass the
Mechanical Turk infrastructure and answers to be returned
before an entire HIT is complete. As each answer is submit-

ted (at the points labeled R above), the web site returns the
question with the fewest answers for the worker to complete
next, which allows new questions to jump to the front of the
queue. Requests for new questions also serve to track how
many workers are currently engaged on the site. If a worker
is already engaged when the k

th question is asked, then the
time to recruit workers tr is eliminated and the expected wait
time for that worker is tt(k�1)

2 .

Recruiting workers before they are needed: quikTurkit al-
lows client applications to signal when they believe new work
may be coming for workers to complete. VizWiz signals that
new questions may be coming when users begin taking a pic-
ture. quikTurkit can then begin recruiting workers and keep
them busy solving the questions that users have asked previ-
ously. This effectively reduces tr by the lead time given by
the application, and if the application is able to signal more
than tr in advance, then the time to recruit is removed from
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J.  Bigham et  al.:  VizWiz:  Nearly   real-‐time   answers   to  visual  questions,   In  UIST ,   2010.

A  user  posts  
a  question

(e.g.,   “Which  
can   is  the  
cone?) Crowdsourcing  

workers  
answer  the  
question



Hot  topics   in  human  computation   and  crowdsourcing

There  are  three  big  trends  in  recent  human  
computation   and  crowdsourcing   research

● Expert  discovery

● Team  formation

● Crowdsourcing   in  a  real  world
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Expert  discovery1



Expert  discovery   (1):  Quizz

Experts  are  identified   through  Google  AdWords
Advertising   system  automatically  identifies   user  groups   that  
are  good  matches  for  a  given   task
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healthline

Figure 3: Example ad to attract users

how to create engaging and viral crowdsourcing applications
in a replicable manner. The emergence of paid crowdsourcing
(e.g., Amazon Mechanical Turk) allows direct engagement
of users in exchange for monetary rewards. However, the
population of users who participate due to extrinsic rewards
is typically di↵erent from the users who participate because
of their intrinsic motivation.
Quizz uses online advertising to attract unpaid users to

contribute. By running ads, we get into the middle ground
between paid and unpaid crowdsourcing. Users who arrive at
our site through an ad are not getting paid, and if they choose
to participate they obviously do so because of their intrinsic
motivation. This removes some of the wrong incentives and
tends to alleviate concerns about indi↵erent users that “spam”
the results just to get paid, or about workers that are trying
to do the minimum work necessary in order to get paid.
Thanks to the sheer reach of modern advertising platforms,
the population of unpaid users can potentially be orders of
magnitude larger than that in paid marketplaces. There
are billions of users reachable through advertising, while
even the biggest crowdsourcing platforms have at most a
million users, many of them inactive [19, 18]. Therefore, if
the need arises (and subject to budgetary constraints), our
approach can elastically scale up to reach almost arbitrarily
large populations of users, by simply increasing the budget
allocated to the advertising campaign. At the same time, we
show in Section 6 that our approach allows e�cient use of
the advertising budget (which is our only expenditure), and
our overall costs are the same or lower than those in paid
crowdsourcing installations.
A significant additional benefit of using an advertising

system is its ability to target users with expertise in specific
topics. For example, if we are looking for users possessing
medical knowledge, we can run a simple ad like the one in
Figure 3. To do so, we select keywords that describe the topic
of interest and ask the advertising platform to place the ad in
relevant contexts. In this study, we used Google AdWords2,
and opted into both search and display ads, while in principle
we can use any other publicly available advertising system.

Selecting appropriate keywords for an ad campaign is a
challenging topic in itself [13, 1, 20]. However, we believe
that trying to optimize the campaign only through manually
fine-tuning its keywords is of limited utility. Instead, we pro-
pose to automatically optimize the campaign by quantifying
the behavior of the users that clicked on the ad. A user
who clicks on the ad but does not participate in the crowd-
sourcing application is e↵ectively “wasting” our advertising
budget; using the advertising terminology, such user has not
“converted.” Since we are not just interested in attracting any
users but are interested in attracting users who contribute,
we use Google Analytics3 to track user conversions. Every
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https://adwords.google.com
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http://www.google.com/analytics

time a user clicks on the ad and then participates in a quiz,
we record a conversion event, and send this signal back to
the advertising system. This way, we are e↵ectively asking
the system to optimize the advertising campaign for maxi-
mizing the number of conversions and thus increasing our
contribution yield, instead of the default optimization for
the number of clicks.
Although optimizing for conversions is useful, it is even

better to attract competent users (as opposed to, say, users
who just go through the quiz without being knowledgeable
about the topic). That is, we want to identify users who are
both willing to participate and possess the relevant knowl-
edge. In order to give this refined type of feedback to the
advertising system, we need to measure both the quantity
and the quality of user contributions, and for each conversion
event report the true “value” of the conversion. To achieve
this aim, we set up Google Analytics to treat our site as
an e-commerce website, and for each conversion we also re-
port its value. Section 3 describes in detail our approach to
quantifying the values of conversions.

When the advertising system receives fine-grained feedback
about conversions and their value, it can improve the ad
placement and display the ad to users who are more likely
to participate and contribute high quality answers. (In our
experiments, in Section 6, this optimization led to an increase
in conversion rate from 20% to over 50%, within a period of
one month, for a campaign that was already well-optimized.)
For example, consider medical quizzes. We initially believed
that identifying users with medical expertise who are willing
to participate in our system would be an impossible task.
However, thanks to tracking conversions and modeling the
value of user contributions, AdWords started displaying our
ad on websites such as Mayo Clicic and HealthLine. These
websites are not frequented by medical professionals but by
prosumers. These users are both competent and are much
more likely than professionals to participate in a quiz that
assesses their medical knowledge—often, this is exactly the
type of users that a crowdsourcing application is looking for.

3. MEASURING USER CONTRIBUTIONS
In order to understand the contributions of a user for

each quiz, we need first to define a measurement strategy.
Measuring the user contribution using just the number of
answers is problematic, as it does not consider the quality of
the submissions. Similarly, if we just measure the quality of
the submitted answers, we do not incentivize participation.
Intuitively, we want users to contribute high quality answers,
and also contribute many answers. Thus, we need a metric
that increases as both quality and volume increase.
Information Gain: To combine both quality and quan-

tity into a single, principled metric, we adopt an information-
theoretic approach [36, 31]. We treat each user as a “noisy
channel,” and measure the total information “transmitted”
by the user during her participation. The information is
measured as the information gain contributed for each an-
swer, multiplied by the total number of answers submitted
by the user; this is the total information submitted by the
user. More formally, assume that we know the probability q
that the user answers correctly a randomly chosen question
of the quiz. Then, the information gain IG(q, n) is defined
as:

IG(q, n) = H(1/n, n)�H(q, n) (1)
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the Quizz system.

advertiser. In our case, we initiate the process with simple
advertising campaigns but also integrate the ad campaign
with the crowdsourcing application, and provide feedback

to the advertising system for each ad click: The feedback
indicates whether the user, who clicked on the ad, “converted”
and the total contributions of the crowdsourcing e↵ort. This
allows the advertising platform to naturally identify web-
sites with user communities that are good matches for the
given task. For example, in our experiments with acquiring
medical knowledge, we initially believed that “regular” Inter-
net users would not have the necessary expertise. However,
the advertising system automatically identified sites such
as Mayo Clinic and HealthLine, which are frequented by
knowledgeable consumers of health information who ended
up contributing significant amounts of high-quality medi-
cal knowledge. Our idea is inspired by Ho↵man et al. [17],
who used advertising to attract users to a Wikipedia-editing
experiment, although they did not attempt to target users
nor attempted to optimize the ad campaign by providing
feedback to the advertising platform.
Once users arrive at our site, we need to engage them to

contribute useful information. Our crowdsourcing platform,
Quizz, invites users to test their knowledge in a variety of
domains and see how they fare against other users. Figure 1
shows an example question. Our quizzes include two kinds
of questions: Calibration questions have known answers,
and are used to assess the expertise and reliability of the
users. On the other hand, collection questions have no
known answers and actually serve to collect new information,
and our platform identifies the correct answers based on
the answers provided by the (competent) participants. To
optimize how often to test the user, and how often to present a
question with an unknown answer, we use a Markov Decision
Process [29], which formalizes the exploration/exploitation
framework and selects the optimal strategy at each point.
As our analysis shows, a key component for the success

of the crowdsourcing e↵ort is not just getting users to par-
ticipate, but also to keep the good users participating for
long, while gently discouraging low-quality users from par-
ticipating. In a series of controlled experiments, involving
tens of thousands of users, we show that a key advantage

Internet�Users�(display�ads)

Advertising�
Campaign

Internet�Users�(sponsoredͲ
search�ads)

Calibration�Questions�
(with�known�answers)

Collection�Questions�
(with�uncertain�answers)

Serve�Calibration�or�
Collection�Question?

Feedback�on�conversion�and�
contributions�for�each�user�click

User�
Contribution�
Measurement

Question

Users

Figure 2: An overview of the Quizz system.

of attracting unpaid users through advertising is the strong
self-selection of high-quality users to continue contributing,
while low-quality users self-select to drop out. Furthermore,
our experimental comparison with paid crowdsourcing (both
paid hourly and paid piecemeal) shows that our approach
dominates paid crowdsourcing both in terms of the quality
of users and in terms of the total monetary cost required to
complete the task.
The contributions of this paper are fourfold. First, we

formulate the notion of targeted crowdsourcing, which allows
one to identify crowds of users with desired expertise. We
then describe a practical approach to find such users at scale
by leveraging existing advertising systems. Second, we show
how to optimally ask questions to the users, to leverage
their knowledge. Third, we evaluate the utility of a host of
di↵erent engagement mechanisms, which incentivize users to
contribute more high-quality answers via the introduction of
short-term goals and rewards. Finally, our empirical results
confirm that the proposed approach allows to collect and
curate knowledge with accuracy that is superior to that of
paid crowdsourcing mechanisms at the same or lower cost.

Figure 2 shows the overview of the system, and the various
components that we discuss in the paper. Section 2 describes
the use of advertising to target promising users, and how
we set up the campaigns to allow for continuous, automatic
optimization of the results over time. Section 3 shows the
details of our information-theoretic scheme for measuring
the expertise of the participants, while Section 4 gives the
details of our exploration-exploitation scheme. Section 5
discusses our experiments on how to keep users engaged,
and Section 6 gives the details of our experimental results.
Finally, Section 7 describes related work, while Section 8
concludes.

2. ADVERTISING FOR TARGETING USERS
A key problem of every crowdsourcing e↵ort is soliciting

users to participate. At a fundamental level, it is always
preferable to attract users that have an inherent motivation
for participation. Unfortunately, repeating the successes of
e↵orts such as Wikipedia, TripAdvisor, and Yelp seems more
of an art than a science, and we do not yet fully understand
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P.G.  Ipeirotis and  E.  Gabrilovich:   Quizz:   targeted   crowdsourcing   with  a  bill ion  
(potential)   users,   In  WWW,   2014.

Task

The  system   learns  that  users  who  frequently   access   to  
“HealthLine”  are  experts  of  health  information)

Link  to  a  task   is  
shown  like   an  ad.



Expert  discovery   (2):   FaitCrowd

Expertise   on  different   topics  are  discovered   from  
topic  models  on  words  appeared   on  questions
True  answers  and  expertise  levels  on  topics  are  both  
estimated  given  worker  responses   and  questions   texts

9

Who  has  won   the  most  Academy  Awards?

Walt  Disney Katharine   Hepburn
Meryl   Streep Jack  Nicholson

F.  Ma  et  al.:  FaitCrowd:   fine  grained   truth  discovery   for  crowdsourced data  
aggregation,   In  KDD,   2015.
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Expert  discovery   (3):   translation

Translator   abilities   are  estimated   through  
vocabulary   ability   assessment

10
Y.  Ehara,   Y.  Baba   et  al.:  Assessing   Translation   Ability   through   Vocabulary   Ability  
Assessment   (submitted),    DICOMO優秀論論⽂文賞・YANS奨励賞受賞



Expert  discovery   (4):   compound  screening

Expert  discovery   technique   is  applied   for  
crowdsourced compound  screening
● Compound   screening   still  relies  on  human  experts

● A  simple  method  discovers   skilled  workers  from  non-‐
chemists  without  knowing   answers

11
Y.  Baba   et  al.:  Toward  Crowdsourcing   Evaluation   of  Synthetic  Accessibility,   In  CBI  
Annual   meeting ,   2013.

OVERVIEW
We perform a feasibility study of crowdsourcing evaluation of syn-
thetic accessibility

Screening of compounds according to their synthetic accessibility has key importance in drug dis-
covery process.
We anticipate that crowdsourcing, a platform for outsourcing microtasks to a large group of 
people, would accomplish the rapid assessment of synthetic accessibility.

OUR GOAL
Building a drug discovery process where crowdsourcing evaluation of 
synthesis accessibility is incorporated

RESULTS
(1) The experts accurately evaluated the synthetic accessibility even if 
they only spent 15-30 seconds per compound on average.
(2) The non-experts did not show a good performance on the synthetic 
accessibility assessment. Not so much as the experts, but the semi-
experts evaluated the synthetic accessibility more accurately than the 
 non-experts

EXPERIMENTS
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Participants
4 experts, 4 semi-experts, 100 non-experts

Instructions

N

N

N

N

N

NH

Suppose that you are asked to 
synthesize this compound in 
three month. Please rate the ease 
of synthesis on a five-point scale.

1: Difficult
2: Slightly difficult
3: Neutral
4: Slightly easy
5: Easy

Compound sets
Set A: 10 already existing compounds
Set A’: 10 hard-to-be-synthesized compounds
(artificially generated from Set A)
Set B: 10 novel compounds
(Set A) (Set A’)

* Correct answer: 
When a participant gives lower rate to a compound 
from the hard-to-be-synthesized set (Set A’) than 
the original one in Set A, the answer is considered 
as correct.

Level of agreement between experts and others Average response time per compound (sec)
Semi-
expert

E

Semi-
expert

F

Semi-
expert

G

Semi-
expert

H

Expert
A

Expert
B

Expert
C

Expert
D

17.3 14.5 29.7 28.3 22.3 52.7 151.6 15.4

Average: 22.5 Average: 60.5

Set A Set A’ Set B Avg.

0.954 0.619 0.789 0.787

1.440 1.071 0.951 1.154

1.515 1.092 1.331 1.313

Avg. distance of responses between 
each pair of expert and semi-expert
Avg. distance of responses between 
each pair of expert and non-expert

Avg. distance of responses between 
each pair of experts

Average of non-experts: 0.52

Ratio of correct answers
Semi-
expert

E

Semi-
expert

F

Semi-
expert

G

Semi-
expert

H

Expert
A

Expert
B

Expert
C

Expert
D

1.00 0.95 0.80 0.90 0.45 0.65 0.55 0.75

Average: 0.91 Average: 0.60

Toward Crowdsourcing Evaluation of 
Synthetic Accessibility
Yukino Baba1, Tetsu Isomura2, 
Hisashi Kashima1, Hirofumi Nakano1

1: Univ. of Tokyo
2: The KAITEKI Institute, Inc.



Team  formation2



Team  formation   (1):  hiring  teams

Finding  a  near-‐optimal   team  for  a  project  with  
heterogeneous   types  of  tasks  
● Example:  a  project  with  

(1)  web  development,   (2)   translation,   (3)  video  editing

● The  proposed  algorithm  learns  worker  performance  and  
outputs  a  near-‐optimal  team  under  a  budget   constraint

13A.  Singla et  al.:   Learning   to  Hire   Teams,   In  HCOMP  WiP,   2015.
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Figure 1: Illustration of approach on toy example with five workers and three (types of) tasks.

Learning workers’ expertise. In the general case, work-
ers’ expertise over different types of tasks or the skills is
unknown to the recruiter. To learn the worker’s expertise for
a given type of task, the recruiter can perform an online test
or evaluate the performance of the worker via assignment
of gold-standard questions for which the ground truth is
available. Under standard statistical assumptions, perform-
ing more of these tests on a worker would give a better esti-
mate about the expertise level of the worker for a given type
of task. The recruiter’s goal is to hire a near-optimal team
with high likelihood. The main research question is then how
to optimally spend the budget (or minimize the total number
of tests performed) in order to obtain a sufficiently good es-
timate of the workers’ expertise over all of the required task
types and to be able to make the hiring decision under an
allowed level of error tolerance.

Exploiting commonalities. Typically, the unique number
of task types and the total number of job applicants (or the
workers that bid for the posted tasks) could be large and
hence may require performing large numbers of tests in or-
der to learn the workers’ expertise. However, in order to
speed up learning, one may be able to exploit the similar-
ities among the tasks and underlying social ties or common-
alities among the workers. For instance, consider two types
of tasks, requiring skill “java script” and skill “ajax”. By us-
ing group testing, the recruiter may design one test for skill
“java script” that could allow to additionally infer the exper-
tise on skill “ajax” at no additional cost. Prior knowledge
about correlations among workers’ expertise and workers’
features (such as demographics) could also be exploited. De-
pending on the specific application setting, one may be able
to exploit the social ties among workers (or “participants”).
The goal is to design algorithms that can exploit these dif-
ferent kinds of commonalities should they be present.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We present an algorithmic approach to hiring a team of

workers as faced by a recruiter for contract-based crowd-
sourcing;

• we provide algorithms with PAC bounds on the required
budget to hire a near-optimal team with high confidence.
Our algorithms phrase the decision-theoretic problem of
team hiring as an instance of online learning for best ac-
tion selection.

• We propose a simple model to jointly consider the com-
monalities among tasks and workers, extend our algo-
rithms to exploit them and

• evaluate the proposed methods using synthetic data as
well as data collected from the oDesk platform.

Related Work
Heterogeneous crowdsourcing markets. Our work tackles
challenges that arise in heterogeneous crowdsourcing mar-
kets where a worker’s performance for a given task depends
on the required skills and the expertise level of the worker
for those skills. Difallah, Demartini, and Cudré-Mauroux
(2013) focus on building automated tools to pick the right
set of eligible workers for a given task based on the social
networking profile of the workers. Goel, Nikzad, and Singla
(2014) design a mechanism for assigning tasks to workers,
under the constraints given in terms of a bipartite graph cap-
turing skills and expertise compatibility of the tasks and
workers. Another line of research in these markets involve
the study of coordination among workers and formation of
teams to perform a desired task. Shahaf and Horvitz (2010)
introduce the notion of generalized task markets, and how
machines and humans can interact together to solve such
generalized tasks by forming teams. Zhang et al. (2011) dis-
cuss human computation tasks that require effective coor-
dination among workers, such as itinerary planning or data
sorting. Our work presents an algorithmic approach to the
challenge of team hiring, with guarantees on optimality of
the team and the budget required.

Learning in crowdsourcing. Many problems about
learning the performance and characteristics of the crowd
can be cast as an instance of online learning with associ-
ated explore-exploit dilemma, and hence several solutions
use the framework of multi-armed bandits (MAB) (Lai and
Robbins 1985). Ho and Vaughan (2012) and Ho, Jabbari,
and Vaughan (2013) tackle the algorithmic questions con-
cerning learning worker’s expertise, task assignment and la-
bel inference for heterogeneous classification tasks. How-
ever, their goal is to improve the overall prediction accuracy
at lower cost, rather different from our work. Singla and
Krause (2013) and Ho, Slivkins, and Vaughan (2014) con-
sider budgeted variants of MAB for learning the price curve
and dynamically adjusting payments based on the quality.

Best action selection. From a technical perspective, the
most similar work to ours is the best action selection prob-
lem, a more recently introduced variant of MAB problems
(Even-Dar, Mannor, and Mansour 2006; Bubeck, Munos,
and Stoltz 2009; Kalyanakrishnan et al. 2012; Chen et al.
2014). In these settings, the principal agent explores the
problem space (the set of actions or “arms”) for a certain
time or budget, commits to a policy of the actions and then
exploits. Even-Dar, Mannor, and Mansour (2006) study this
model under the PAC (probably approximately correct) set-
ting (Valiant 1984) and introduce various (✏, �)-PAC algo-



Team  formation   (2):   task  routing

Task  routing  models  are  learned   from  expert  
behavior
Application:  
completion  time  estimation,   routing  optimization
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Modeling Expert Decision Logic 

� A Two-Phase Assumption 
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H.  Sun  et  al.:  Analyzing   Expert   Behaviors   in  Collaborative   Networks,   In  KDD,   2014.
http://www.cs.ucsb.edu /~huan sun/docs /KDD2014_sl ide s_HuanSun.pdf



Crowdsourcing  
in  a  real  world
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Crowdsourcing   in  a  real  world  (1):   eBird

EBird recommend  birding   sites   to  expand   the  
spatial   coverage  and  to  boost  participation
● EBird:  platform  for  collecting  bird  observation  data

● The  system  suggests  
locations   to  cover  more  
areas  and   to  improve  
the  birders’   chance   of  
seeing  a  diverse  set  of  
species
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Abstract
Citizen scientists are playing an increasing role in helping
collect, process, and/or analyze data used to study a variety
of scientific phenomena. We address the problem of identi-
fying tasks that are rewarding to the citizen scientists, which
results in greater participation, leading to more data and better
models. We apply our methodology to eBird, whose partici-
pants are avid birders interested in observing different species
while contributing to science. In order to improve the bird-
ers’ chances of meeting their goals, we consider the follow-
ing probabilistic maximum coverage problem: Given a set of
locations, select a subset of size k, such that the birders max-
imize the expected number of observed species by visiting
such locations. We also consider a secondary objective that
gives preference to birding sites not previously visited. We
consider two variants of the probabilistic maximum cover-
age problem, provide a theoretical analysis, describe several
algorithms with provable approximation guarantees, as well
as heuristic approaches, and provide empirical results using
eBird data. Our algorithms are fast and provide high quality
recommendations.

1 Introduction
The advancements in Information Technology, such as the
World Wide Web, mobile devices, and social networking
technology, have provided new opportunities for large-scale
citizen science programs (Bonney et al. 2009). Citizen sci-
ence engages the public in collecting, processing and/or an-
alyzing data, with the goal of contributing to scientific re-
search. A large number of successful citizen science appli-
cations have been developed in recent years, with online citi-
zen science communities contributing to a variety of projects
across different disciplines. For example in astronomy, citi-
zen scientists classify galaxies in Galaxy Zoo (Lintott et al.
2008) and search for new exoplanets, i.e., Earth-like plan-
ets beyond our solar system, in Planet Hunters (Schwamb et
al. 2012).In biology, citizen scientists contribute to bird and
arthropod research using eBird (Sullivan et al. 2009) and
BugGuide (Bartlett 2011). In environmental studies, citi-
zen scientists help monitor coral bleaching trends (Marshall,
Kleine, and Dean 2012).

Our research is motivated by our collaboration with the
Cornell Lab of Ornithology. The Cornell Lab of Ornithology
Copyright c� 2013, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.

has developed a variety of citizen science projects concern-
ing bird conservation, each designed to inform specific sci-
entific questions, while engaging the public in science 1. For
example, eBird enlists bird watchers to identify bird species,
a task that only humans are able to reliably perform, given
current technology. In eBird, bird watchers report their ob-
servations to a centralized database via online checklists that
include detailed information about the observed birds, such
as the species name, number of individuals, gender, time and
location of the observation. To date more than 141,000 indi-
viduals have volunteered more than 9 million hours and col-
lected over 125 million bird observations. Since 2006, eBird
data have been used to study a variety of scientific questions,
from highlighting the importance of public lands in conser-
vation to studies of evolution and climate change (Kelling et
al. 2012).

Bird-Watcher 
Assistant 

Land Cover Weather Remote 
Sensing 

Bird Watcher 

Checklists 

Spatial and Temporal 
Species Distribution 

Models 

Bird Watcher Preferences 

Feedback 
Location 
Date + Effort 
Bird Species 
Counts 

Site Suggestions 
 

Environmental Data 

Bird Observation Data 

Validation  

Species 
Distributions 

Figure 1: Bird-Watcher Assistant recommends birding sites
to improve the birders’ chances of seeing a set of di-
verse species, combining birders’ information with species
distribution information, inferred from predictive spatial-
temporal models that integrate bird observational data, sub-
mitted by the birders, with environmental data.

The overall scientific goal of citizen science projects of-
ten involves the study, understanding, and characterization

1http://www.cornellcitizenscience.org



Crowdsourcing   in  a  real  world  (2):  BSS

Crowdsourcing   is  used  for  bike  balancing   problem  
in  bike  sharing   systems   (BSS)
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- User Interface
- Displays offers, receives response

C1 Rental Stations

- Distribution of costs, walking distance
- Types of trips and response to incentives

- Capacity and current status
- Events of user picking or dropping a bike

C5 Smartphone App Deployed

C3 User Model

C4 Incentives Deployment Schema
- Choosing target stations to be offered
- Learning user behavior and dynamic
  pricing mechanism
- APIs to communicate with App and BSS

C2 BSS Infrastructure
- Tracking status of rental stations
- User accounts and payments
- Traffic forecaster
- Notifications about user picking or
  dropping a bike

Figure 1: Overview of the system, our contributions are shown in the dotted box Figure 2: Spatial dist. of accepted offers

Overview of our system
In this paper, we design the complete architecture of an op-
erating incentives system for engaging users in the bike-
repositioning effort (see Figure 1). In collaboration with a
company operating large scale bike sharing systems, we de-
ployed our system on a real-world BSS in a city of Europe1.
In Figure 1, the components C1 Rental Stations and C2 BSS
Infrastructure correspond to the rental stations, the hardware
and software infrastructure of the public bike sharing sys-
tem. These components involve tracking all the user activ-
ities such as picking or dropping the bikes, managing user
accounts and the payment system.

The main components that we designed and built include
C3 User Model, C4 Incentives Deployment Schema (IDS)
and C5 Smartphone App. The IDS is the central component
in the overall design that handles the user’s requests through
C5 Smartphone App. The request includes input such as the
user’s target station and type (i.e., bike pick up or drop off).
The IDS communicates with the BSS Infrastructure to eval-
uate the current and predicted status of the stations, and then
decides whether to offer incentives to the user by request-
ing a change in her pickup or drop-off location. In order to
maximize the efficiency under given budget constraints, we
design dynamic pricing mechanisms using the approach of
regret minimization in online learning that can learn over
time about the optimal pricing policies. We consider the
users as strategic agents who may untruthfully report infor-
mation about their personal cost and location to maximize
their profit. We model the full rental process of the user and
her reaction to incentives in the component C3 User Model.
In summary, our main contributions are as follows:
• We design the complete architecture of an incentive sys-

tem with the goal of enabling self-sustainable, crowd-
powered and greener bike sharing systems.

• We build an incentive deployment schema that interacts
with the users and BSS infrastructure, decides about of-
fering incentives, and learns from past interactions.

• We validate our assumptions by surveying BSS users, and
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach via a de-
tailed BSS simulator. We report on our experience de-
ploying our system via a smartphone app integrated with
a real-world BSS.

Related Work
Truck-based repositioning in BSS. The problem of asym-
metric flow, imbalance and repositing of the vehicles has

1Bike sharing operator MVGmeinRad in Mainz, Germany.

been studied in generic vehicle sharing systerms that could
involve cars or bikes (Cepolina and Farina 2012; Kek et al.
2009; Clemente et al. 2013; Nair and Miller-Hooks 2011;
Correia and Antunes 2012). Regarding BSS’s balancing
problem, a substantial literature (Rainer-Harbach et al. 2013;
Pfrommer et al. 2014; Raviv and Kolka 2013; Chemla, Meu-
nier, and Wolfler Calvo 2013; Schuijbroek, Hampshire, and
van Hoeve 2013; George and Xia 2011) introduced bike
repositioning policies based on trucks. The user dissatisfac-
tion function introduced by Raviv and Kolka (2013) mea-
sures the performance of a BSS station and provides the
quality of a repositioning. Nair et al. (2013) provides a de-
tailed quantitative analysis of the repositioning strategies for
Vélib’, the BSS in Paris.

Crowd-based repositioning in BSS. Recent litera-
ture has investigated crowd-based BSS balancing policies
(Fricker and Gast 2012; Waserhole, Jost, and Brauner 2013;
Pfrommer et al. 2014; Chemla, Meunier, and Pradeau 2013;
GoDCgo 2011) to study the potential of influencing BSS
users by offering incentives that could improve balancing
of the system. In Paris, Vélib’ runs a static incentive schema
that offers users 15 extra free minutes each time they re-
turn a bike to an elevated station (Vélib’ 2014). However, in
contrast, our proposed mechanism is dynamic and can ef-
ficiently take into account the current state of the system
to decide where and what incentives to offer. Pfrommer et
al. (2014) also introduced a dynamic pricing mechanism us-
ing model-based predictive control principles. Our pricing
mechanism, in contrast, is based on an efficient and prov-
ably near-optimal online learning framework. Furthermore,
we build an operating end-to-end system integrated with a
real-world BSS for deployment, and we investigate the in-
centive compatibility of our approach.

The Model
We now formalize the problem addressed in this paper.

BSS. There are m stations in a city denoted by the set
S = {s

1

, s

2

, . . . , s

m

}. We denote the number of bikes avail-
able at time t at station s as v(s, t). Along the lines of Pfrom-
mer et al. (2014), we split every day into 12 slices h 2 H
of two hours each, where a time of the day t is mapped
to the corresponding time-slice using h(t). The demand of
rentals from station s

i

to station s

j

within time-slice h is
modeled as a discrete random variable z which represents a
count of the number of trips with probability density func-
tion ⌧(z|s

i

, s

j

, h). We denote ẑ(h) to represent the estimate
of the total number of trips within time-slice h. The BSS
infrastructure has a proprietary demand forecaster that can

“I  want  to  pick  
up  a  bike”  

“If  you  pick  up  a  
bike  from  this  
station instead  of  
the  nearest  one,  you  
will  receive  1€”  

A.  Singla et  al.:   Incentivizing   users   for  balancing   bike  sharing   systems,   In  AAAI,   2015.

Optimal  price   is  learned  by  a  
strategy   for  multi-‐armed  
bandit  with  different  cost  
actions



Summary

There  are  three  big  trends  in  recent  human  
computation   and  crowdsourcing   research
● Expert  discovery

using   side-‐information/platform   for  estimating  expertise  

● Team  formation
finding   optimal  team,  routing  tasks

● Crowdsourcing   in  a  real  world
incentivizing   users
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